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Abstract—In-memory key/value stores (KV-stores) are a key
building block for numerous applications running on a cluster.
As cluster scales have grown, efficiency and availability have
become increasingly critical characteristics. Traditional replication provides redundancy, but is inefficient due to its high
storage overhead. Erasure coding can provide data reliability
with significantly lower storage requirements, but is primarily
used for long-term archival data due to the limitation of its
write performance. Recent studies have attempted to combine
these two techniques by using replication for frequently-updated
metadata, and erasure coding for large, read-only data. In this
study, we propose RE-Store, an in-memory key/value store system
which utilizes a novel hybrid replication/erasure coding scheme
to achieve both efficiency and reliability. RE-Store introduces
replication into erasure coding by making one copy of each
encoded datum and replacing partial parity with replicas for
improved storage-efficiency. When failures occur, it uses these
replicas to ensure data availability and thus avoids the inefficiencies of erasure coding during repair. RE-Store provides
fault tolerance through fast, online recovery during different
failure scenarios with little performance degradation. We have
implemented RE-Store on a real key/value system and conducted
extensive evaluations to validate its design and to study its
performance, efficiency, and reliability. Experimental results
show that RE-Store performs similarly to erasure coding and
replication under normal operations while saving 18% to 34%
of the memory used by replication when tolerating 2 to 4 failures.
Index Terms—KV-store, erasure coding, replication, availability and reliability, fault tolerance

I. I NTRODUCTION
In-memory data processing is critical for many applications
including data analytics, data mining, information retrieval,
and databases. The key/value store (KV-store), which treats a
collection of datasets as key/value pairs, has been widely used
in large-scale in-memory systems, such as Memcached [1] and
Redis [2]. However, a distributed in-memory data processing
mechanism presents challenges for data availability in the
event of failures. Although most KV-store systems have a persistent backup on disk for data reliability, it remains important
to keep datasets in memory as failover is time-consuming. For
example, previous experience at Facebook has shown that it
can take more than 2.5 hours to recover 120GB data from disk
to memory for an in-memory database [3]. As larger systems
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generally have higher failure rates [4], [5], in-memory storage
reliability is a critical challenge with which KV-store systems
must contend [6].
A common approach to achieve reliability is using replication [7]–[9]. Many storage systems [10]–[15] adopt random
replication to automatically replicate data objects with multiple
copies (e.g. three-way replication) and distribute them to
different nodes. Through replication, data can be retrieved
from a replica if one copy is not accessible or corrupted.
Although replication can prevent data loss, it is not space
efficient as the system must provide (N + 1) times additional
nodes to tolerate N failures. As a consequence, replicationbased KV-store systems require a considerable amount of extra
memory and result in additional energy consumption [16].
Orthogonally, erasure coding has been increasingly studied
in recent years as a more efficient option for data reliability [17]–[21]. It has been widely used in distributed storage
systems, such as Windows Azure Store [18] and Facebook
storage [19]. With erasure coding, a data object (or a file)
is divided into K chunks and encoded into M parity chunks
that are then stored in different nodes. The original data can
be recovered from any subset of K 0 chunks, where K 0 ≥ K,
depending on the specific encoding mechanism. Thus, an N node cluster (N = K + M ) can tolerate M -node failures
with memory efficiency K/N . Compared with a 33% storage
efficiency in three-way replication, a commonly used ReedSolomon code (RS-code) with a RS(K = 3, N = 5) coding
scheme can achieve 60% storage efficiency while tolerating
two-node failures [22].
Erasure coding provides a space-efficient solution for data
reliability, but suffers two limitations when applied to the
KV-store paradigm. First, it exhibits significant performance
degradation for a single put/set, which can cause excessive
encoding operations and parity updates as a result of numerous
small updates (i.e. metadata and keys). Second, it relies on
decoding and distributed data retrieval for recovery, which
can result in straggling requests that increase response time.
One recent study attempts to address these issues and uses a
hybrid scheme to apply erasure coding to in-memory key/value
stores [23]. It leverages replication for metadata to reduce
performance impact on operations, while using erasure coding
for larger values [23]. This key/value system can achieve similar performance to replication and tolerate failures with fast

online recovery. However, this strategy sacrifices performance
and efficiency before a given percentage of the data repair
is completed and during transient data unavailability, which
negatively impacts the effectiveness of erasure coding when
applied to KV-store.
In this paper, we present a novel in-memory KV-store system called RE-Store (Replication-and-Erasure-coding-Store).
The design of RE-Store is inspired by existing studies [23]–
[27], but is more efficient for data repair in the event of
failures and uses a holistic approach to preserve data reliability. Similar to existing KV-store systems [23], RE-Store
applies a replication strategy to smaller sized and scattered
metadata. However, RE-Store combines the storage-efficiency
of erasure coding together with the recovery-efficiency of
replication on the same data set for reliability. It encodes
data using traditional erasure codes and then each encoded
chunk is stored in a replicated manner. The replicas are used
to replace partial parity chunks. More specifically, RE-Store
makes one copy of the original data and decreases parity by
one chunk, with redundancy (N 0 = 2K + M − 1). Given
a (K, N 0 ) encoding, RE-Store can tolerate M failures. The
purpose of RE-Store is to fuse replication with erasure coding
to improve data reliability without significantly increasing
the storage overhead. Additionally, existing high-performance
erasure coding methods can be used in RE-Store [26], [28].
In the event of a failover, if a replicated chunk is erased,
RE-Store will leverage its replicas to continuously service
requests. The repair procedure is accomplished simply and
effectively by replicating one of the remaining replicas. If a
parity chunk is corrupted, it is repaired using erasure coding
redundancy. The parity recovery will also not affect operations
because the data is still available. Even if all replicas of an
encoded chunk are erased, RE-Store can repair it quickly.
Two techniques are also introduced to achieve high recovery
efficiency, asynchronous updates and staggered layouts. We
have implemented a RE-Store prototype system and carried
out extensive evaluations to validate the design. Evaluation
results confirm that RE-Store is able to achieve better recovery
performance than erasure coding and better space efficiency
than replication. The key contributions of this study include:
• Introducing replication inside erasure coding in KV-store
for data reliability and availability.
• Introducing fast online data recovery to achieve efficiency
and consistency.
• Carrying out a prototype implementation of RE-Store
on Cocytus [23] and conducting extensive evaluations to
study performance benefits, efficiency, and reliability.
II. BACKGROUND
This section briefly introduces replication and erasure coding as used in RE-Store to achieve optimal data availability
and reliability.
A. Replication
Replication is a widely-used approach for reliability in
distributed storage systems. It often uses the primary-backup

paradigm to store data and achieve fault tolerance with replicas. As shown in Figure 1(a), to tolerate N failures, a data
chunk is placed on one primary node and distributed among
N backup nodes as replicas. The primary node will receive
requests from clients, such as a KV set operation, to update
data on the primary node and then synchronize it to backup
nodes for data consistency [29]. If the primary node fails, a
standby node will be selected to take over and will continue to
provide service. Primary-backup replication can improve data
availability, but is inefficient for large-scale systems due to the
high cost of storage redundancy. For this reason, replication
is often used for small-sized metadata in KV-store systems.
Moreover, metadata replication is more suitable for frequent
update operations than erasure coding.
B. Erasure coding
Erasure coding is an encoding technique that provides fault
tolerance with significantly low-storage requirements. It can
be used in KV-store systems for larger data objects. As shown
in Figure 1(b), it stores K original data chunks and M parity
data chunks on N (N = K + M ) nodes. The parity data is
generated by encoding the original data with a linear algebra
transition, such as the RS-code [22]. The following formula
shows the principle of the RS(K, N ) scheme, where the
left vector represents the parity data chunk, the right vector
represents the original data chunk, and the central constant
matrix used for computation is called the Vandermonde matrix.
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In erasure coding, an update can be achieved by broadcasting its delta to all parity nodes and then adding the delta to
the parity with a predefined coefficient. The following equation
0
0
shows its operation, where Pi and Di represent updated values
of Pi and Di , ∆Di represents the difference value between
0
Di and Di , and A is the Vandermonde matrix.
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Erasure coding can tolerate at most M failures, which
means a data or parity chunk can always be recovered from
any K nodes. During recovery, the lost data is recalculated
by solving the equations generated by formula (1). RE-Store
is designed based on the RS-code scheme and uses delta for
erasure coding update.
III. M OTIVATION AND C HALLENGE
We have discussed how replication and erasure coding
can be used to improve storage system reliability, but we
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Fig. 1. Difference between two data reliability schemes in KV-store

also argue that current strategies do not achieve sufficient
performance and recovery efficiency. The main problem is data
availability during erasure coding recovery. In a RS(K, N )
erasure coding scheme, one data repair operation requires the
data node collect chunks from K nodes and perform decoding
to retrieve the lost data. Before the repair is complete, the
lost data is temporarily unavailable, which blocks services and
accesses in the KV-store. This transient data unavailability can
be alleviated by implementing an online recovery process that
consistently collects all data and parity blocks to recover lost
data [23]. However, the online recovery would still spend time
to recover the desired data, which makes it very difficult for
the KV-store to quickly respond to clients.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of recovery efficiency for erasure coding and replication
in case of one data node failure. The period of time between two vertical
dashed lines indicates the time used for data repair. Compared with replication, erasure coding demands more time for data recovery and can cause
performance degradation in KV-stores.

We present our observations from an experiment conducted
on a 5-node cluster running Cocytus [23], which is a typical
erasure coding based KV-store system. The recovery efficiency
was tested by comparing erasure coding against replication.
In our tests, Cocytus started with a RS(3, 5) scheme (a
commonly used configuration with three data nodes and two
parity nodes) and then we shut down one data node to generate
errors. From Figure 2, we can see that the throughput of both
erasure coding and replication dropped sharply in the 50th
second when one node failed. Thereafter, replication was able
to able to rapidly recover to its original throughput level by

utilizing its immediately available replicas. In contrast, the
throughput of erasure coding lagged behind in comparison
to replication and did not reach its previous level until the
140th second. Results show that erasure coding needs more
time than replication during data repair (the time between
the 50th second and the 140th second) and exhibits lower
performance. This behavior was caused by the previously
stated problem that erasure coding recovery requires additional
operations and cannot ensure data availability during recovery.
As node failures become a norm in large-scale storage systems,
recovery efficiency has become a major concern affecting the
performance of erasure coding based KV-store systems.
In order to address this problem, we present a new methodology for RE-Store that fuses replication with erasure coding
for efficient data recovery (see Section IV.A). More specifically, we perform replication for each encoded datum and use
these replicas to ensure data availability in the case of failures.
The usage of replication addresses the performance inefficiencies associated with erasure coding recovery. However, three
other challenges remain in combining replication with erasure
coding in KV-store systems.
The first challenge is that of performance issues caused
by update operations. In RE-Store, a data update involves
updating multiple parity chunks and replicas across nodes.
In order to maintain data consistency, each update operation
has to be applied on the original data, parity data, and its
replicas. Overall, waiting for all the update operations to
finish can be expected to take a considerable amount of time.
There is therefore a trade-off between performance and data
consistency. We design an asynchronous update mechanism to
address it. This mechanism reduces performance degradations
while ensuring the eventual consistency for update (see Section
IV.B).
The second challenge is load imbalance. Operations in a
KV-store may correspond to different data accesses which can
cause uneven use of nodes in a cluster [23]. The issue will
be further exacerbated by the combination of replication and
erasure coding. Since the parity and replica nodes/processes
only need to participate in put/set operations, they may
become idle for read-dominant workloads. In contrast, for
read-write/write-dominant workloads, the parity and replica
nodes/processes will be very busy and thus may become a

bottleneck in the KV-store system. We introduce a staggered
layout technique to balance the workload on each node in REStore to solve this problem (see Section IV.C).
The third challenge is data recovery. Replication can ensure
data availability for erasure coding in the case of failures,
but efficient data recovery is still critical for reliability. In
RE-Store, an error can occur at any location, including the
original data, parity data, and replicas. This makes data repair
more complicated because we need to consider recovery mechanisms for both replication and erasure coding. A fast data
recovery strategy is strongly desired under different scenarios.
We therefore design a synthetic strategy for data repair that
pairs the desired recovery efficiency and performance (see
Section IV.D).
IV. R E -S TORE D ESIGN
A. Architecture Overview
The design of RE-Store is inspired by the previous study,
Cocytus [23]. It separatest the processing of data and metadata
with different strategies: metadata and keys are replicated
with the primary-backup strategy, while values/data are erasure
coded with a hybrid scheme. We redesign the original erasure
coding methodology by introducing replication for data availability and fast recovery. This hybrid design can achieve better
performance for key/value operations while maintaining data
consistency.
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Figure 3 depicts the hybrid scheme employed by REStore. It supports two basic key/value operations: V alue ←−
get(Key) and set(Key, V alue), where the key and value are
arbitrary strings. The basic component in RE-Store is a process
group. Key/value records are partitioned into different process
groups according to the hash values of their keys. Each process

group comprises K primary processes, which handle requests
to data chunks in the group, K secondary processes, which
hold a copy of data respective to their primary processes,
and M parity processes, which receive update requests from
data processes. Thus, a RE-Store scheme can be notated as
RE(K, K, M ). In contrast to raw data, metadata (i.e. mapping
and allocation information) is backed up using only replication
for better efficiency. Each primary process and corresponding
secondary process keep their own metadata, and the parity
process keeps a copy of the metadata of all primary processes.
Since the secondary processes have a complete copy of the
primary process’s data, they are able to share the workload of
the primary processes and increase system performance.
In RE-Store, a get operation on one datum only involves
its primary process (or node), while a set operation updates
metadata and replicas in both primary, secondary, and parity
processes, and generates diffs to be patched to the parity
codes. As an update can occur at various places, RE-Store
uses an asynchronous update strategy to reduce performance
degradation and maintain eventual consistency for it (discussed
in detail below). If a primary process fails, its corresponding
secondary process will immediatley take over and prioritzie
client requests over data restoration. When both the primary
and secondary processes fail, the parity process will be utilized
for data repair as in the conventional erasure coding scheme.
Thus, RE-Store is able to achieve efficient fault tolerance for
different failure scenarios.
The primary advantages of our design are two-fold. First,
since we make a copy of the chunks corresponding to the
original data, RE-Store has better recovery-efficiency than
erasure coding as a result of client requests being continuously
handled through replicas without the need to wait for data
recovery completion (discussed in detail below). Second, REStore consumes less memory than replication as all the data
is erasure encoded and the parity is decreased. we drop only
one parity chunk in favor of a replica is because dropping
more parity chunks will reduce the memory utilization for
maintaining fault tolerance level. In order to tolerate any M
failures, RE-Store uses (M − 1) parity chunks with each data
having one additional replica so that data can be recovered.
If dropping more parity chunks (i.e. using (M − 2) parity
chunks), additional two replicas have to be made for each data,
which will consume more memory. Otherwise, if still using
one replica, one data will be unavailable in case of (M − 2)
parity chunks and both copies of the same data chunk are
corrupted simultaneously.
RE-Store can be configured with different settings for reliability. A large K increases memory efficiency but forces the
parity process to suffer from higher CPU pressure for update
workloads. The proportion of secondary processes to primary
processes can be increased to achieve more redundancy, but
this significantly increases memory consumption. Under most
circumstances they can be set to a one-to-one correspondence.
A large M increases recovery efficiency for multiple failures
but degrades the performance of update operations. RE-Store
need only add to the number of parity processes (or nodes)

to tolerate more failures. However, since the probability of
multiple failures is very low, it is not necessary to set a large
value of M . Whenever node addition (e.g. scaling out the
storage system) or removal occurs, RE-Store must be restarted
and reconfigured for data availability.
B. Asynchronous Update
As previously mentioned, RE-Store uses the process group
to handle client requests. For get operations, RE-Store needs
only the primary process to fulfill a request. For an update
operation, the situation becomes more complicated as a result
of data consistency concerns. In order to keep data consistent,
an update has to be applied in the primary process, secondary
process, and parity process. A natural solution is using a twophase commit protocol (2PC) [30] to implement an atomic
broadcast. However, this requires two rounds of message
communication, which causes a high latency overhead if the
primary process must wait for all the update requests to finish..
In RE-Store, we use an asynchronous update mechanism to
solve this problem.
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Fig. 4. Asynchronous update mechanism in RE-Store. For primary process,
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The main procedure for an asynchronous update is shown
in Figure 4. When receiving an update operation from a client,
the primary process first copies the information into a buffer
and then sends the request (including other information such
as request id) to the corresponding secondary process. The
secondary process also records the update request and then
generates and sends a diffs patch to the parity process. Next,
both the secondary process and parity process send acknowledgments to the primary process. If all the ACK messages
arrive in the primary process, the operations are considered
stable in RE-Store. Finally, the primary process applies the
update operation and sends a response to the client. The
update will take effect in the secondary and parity processes
when a new update request arrives, using a piggybacking-like
approach [23]. As demonstrated, Update1 is applied in the
secondary and parity processes alongside the Update2 request.
ACK2 messages are then sent back from the other processes
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RE-Store uses a process group to handle data and client
requests. However, processes can have different operations
producing distinct workloads on different nodes which can
lead to load imbalance within a cluster. In the traditional
layout, different processes run on different nodes. As shown in
Figure 5(a), processes of group1 are assigned across various

nodes where primary processes run on node1, node2, and
node3, secondary processes run on node4, node5, and node6,
and the parity process runs on node7. Since the secondary
and parity processes only need to participate in update operations, they will become idle during read-dominant workloads.
Conversely, nodes with primary processes are underutilized if
most operations are updates.
As shown in Figure 5(b), RE-Store uses a staggered layout
for process groups to balance workload and memory consumption on each node and address this issue. Each node in
RE-Store runs primary processes, secondary processes, and
parity processes so that all nodes will equally utilized to
service both update-dominant and read-dominant workloads.
Moreover, the staggered layout can also benefit RE-Store
with respect to fault tolerance. In the case of a primarysecondary failure, where nodes containing both the primary
process and its corresponding secondary process crash (see
detail in Section IV.D), it improves the recovery efficiency of
RE-Store from the replication level to that of erasure coding.
In the traditional layout, a primary-secondary failure may
impact all process groups. For example, if node1 and node4
crash at the same time, all process groups in the traditional
layout will experience primary-secondary failures. However,
in the staggered layout, only group1 is affected. As shown in
Figure 5(b), the staggered layout improves data availability
and better tolerates two-node failures by ensuring that no
more than one process group encounters a primary-secondary
failure.
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D. Data Recovery
In this section, we discuss data repair in RE-Store. Although
replication can ensure data availability in the case of failures,
efficient data recovery is still critical for reliability. When one
node failure is detected (i.e. via heartbeat mechanism), REStore will launch a recovery process in the background to
recover the lost data and reconstruct the crashed processes.
RE-Store handles only omission node failures where a node
is fail-stop and won’t taint other nodes; network split or
Byzantine failures are not considered. We assume that, in
the case of node failures, there will always be new nodes
available so that the recovered system will achieve the same
level of redundancy as before the failures occurred. Since there
is no need for communication between process groups, data
repair in each process group is independent. In the following
description, we use a single process group to show data
recovery in RE-Store.
For simplicity, we first consider data repair in a singleprocess/single-node failure. As shown in Figure 6, failures can
be divided into three scenarios with respect to the crashed
process : primary failure, secondary failure, and parity failure.
For each failure, we assume that a recovery process (RP) is
started on a new node for recovery. In Figure 6(a), when a
primary process fails, the secondary process will first take
over and become the new primary process. Data repair is
then performed in the background. During repair, the recovery
process sends a data request to the new primary process, which
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Fig. 6. Data recovery in case of single-process failure.

updates its data to be consistent with the latest operations.
Once the update is finished, the new primary process sends all
its data to the recovery process to restore data. Afterwards, the
recovery process will act as a secondary process and preserve
replicas for reliability. In Figure 6(b), when a secondary failure
occurs, the recovery process sends a data request to the
primary process. Since the primary process already has the
latest data, it directly sends this data to the recovery process.
Once the data transmission is complete, the recovery process
will receive replicas and take over as the secondary process.
In Figure 6(c), if the parity process fails, the recovery process
sends data requests to all the primary processes of the process
group. The lost data (parity) is then encoded on the new node
and the recovery process is restarted as the new parity process.
During the recovery of a single-process failure, RE-Store
will not block key/value operations. For get/read operations,
client requests will be handled by the corresponding secondary

process if a primary failure occurs. For the other two cases
(secondary process or parity process failures), client requests
will be handled by the primary process normally. For update/write operations, there are two situations to be considered.
If the corrupted data block has been recovered, update operations will be applied to it normally. If the corrupted data block
is in the process of recovery, it will be repaired first and then
update operations will be allowed. As recovering one single
data block via replication is very fast, the recovery process has
little influence on responding to client requests. However, data
repair for multi-process failures is more complicated and may
temporarily block operations. To describe the procedure, we
next introduce the data recovery methodology for two-process
failures and explain the general case for N -process failures.
Although there are many varieties of two-process errors
the failure scenarios can be divided into two general types:
primary-secondary failures and other cases of failure. The
primary-secondary failures are distinct because they are the
only cases that require the erasure coding to participate in
data repair. In this scenario, since both the primary process
and its corresponding secondary process have failed, the lost
data must be restored by decoding the rest of data and parity
chunks. In this repair procedure, get and set operations will
be blocked until the original data is restored. RE-Store can
address this issue and reduce performance degradation by
using the parity process to replace the primary process and
respond to client requests during recovery. For other cases of
failure, the original data is still available as either the primary
process or secondary process will be running to handle client
requests.
Figure 7 illustrates the recovery procedure for primarysecondary failures where two recovery processes (RP1 and
RP2 ) are started on two new nodes for repair. When a primarysecondary failure occurs, one of the parity processes (e.g.
P A11 ) will be selected as the recovery leader process. This
process then chooses (K − 1) processes (K is the minimum
number for data recovery in a RS(K, N ) erasure coding
scheme) from among other functional processes and sends data
requests to each of them. After receiving all the data from the
(K − 1) processes, the recovery leader reconstructs the lost
data and restarts a new process in its new role as primary
process. It then sends data to one of the recovery processes
to restore data and sends parity data to the other processes to
recover parity. Two recovery processes will act as secondary
process and parity process, respectively.
Although primary-secondary failure may cause transient
data unavailability, the issue can be alleviated in two ways.
First, during repair, the recovery leader will respond to client
requests. If the requested data is not recovered, the recovery
leader will repair it on the fly. This is also the reason for
making the recovery leader transition into the new primary
process. Second, the aforementioned staggered layout will
help reduce the occurrence of primary-secondary failures and
achieve better load balancing during repair.
Like two-process failures, N -process failures can also be
divided into primary-secondary failures and other cases of
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Fig. 7. Data recovery in case of primary-secondary failure. The primarysecondary failure is a special case that occurs in multi-process failure. It needs
erasure coding method to participate in data repair, which may temporarily
block requests.

failure. For the primary-secondary failure scenario, data recovery is similar to that of two-process failures, with the only
difference being that multiple primary processes, as well as
secondary and parity processes, may need to be recovered.
For other cases of failure, each recovery process will recover
data to replace its own crashed process independently. In this
manner, RE-Store can achieve efficient data recovery while
having only a minor impact on performance.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
In order to better understand and to evaluate our design,
we implemented RE-Store on Cocytus [23], a typical erasure
coding based key/value storage system. Cocytus is implemented on top of Memcached 1.4.21, which is a generalpurpose distributed in-memory system. The main work of our
implementation is as follows.
First, we implemented an independent replication mechanism and integrated replication into erasure coding for data
reliability on Cocytus. This makes it convenient to evaluate
erasure coding, replication, and the hybrid scheme in REStore. We use one secondary process for each primary process
to implement replication. Replicas and parity data are sent
by different socket connections from the primary process, so
that the secondary parity processes can run on the same node
without interfering with one another.
Second, we implemented an asynchronous update mechanism for RE-Store. We used a message queue to record
each update operation for each process. After receiving update
requests from a client, the primary process pushes requests into
the queue before sending them to the secondary and parity
processes. When the secondary parity processes receive new
update requests, they will first check if there are still operations
that need to be applied in the queue. If so, the these operations
are first applied. The secondary and parity processes then put
the new operations in the queue and send acknowledgments to
the primary process. When the primary process has received
all the required acknowledgments from secondary processes,
it applies the operations in its own queue.

VI. E VALUATION
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In this section, we present the experimental evaluation
results of our approach. In our evaluation, all tests are set up
on a 5-node cluster. Each node in the cluster is composed of
four 8-core 2.2GHz AMD 6132HE processors, 64GB memory,
and one gigabit Ethernet card. Each nodes runs Linux kernel
2.6.32. Four nodes are used for key/value storage and one node
is used as client. We use 20 threads on the client to send write
and read requests.
We deploy RE-Store with 3 process groups in our experiment. Each process group consists of 3 data processes, 3
secondary processes, and 1 parity process, where the REStore scheme is configured with RE(3, 3, 1). This corresponds
to a RS(3, 5) scheme, a typical configuration for erasure
coding system evaluation [23], [31]. The staggered layout is
as shown in Figure 5(b) where two failures can be tolerated.
This configuration can lead to a problem when testing recovery
performance. Since the number of nodes is fewer than that of
the processes in one group, multiple processes in the same
group may all be running on the same node. As such, if a
node crashes, multiple failures will occur in one group. So
that we may avoid this scenario while testing, we emulate
node failures by manually killing the specified processes on
the node instead of shutting down a entire node.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of RE-Store, we compare it with three approaches: replication, erasure coding,
and vanilla Memcached. We deploy a Memcached system
with three replicas that represent a replication system by
distributing nine data processes among three nodes. For each
data process, we launch 2 secondary processes so that the
cluster can also tolerate two failures. We deploy Cocytus as
an erasure coding system to study its performance on data
recovery compared with that of traditional erasure coding
systems. To achieve a consistent configuration, Cocytus is also
deployed with 3 coding groups where each group consists of 3
data processes and 2 parity processes. The vanilla Memcached
is deployed with 9 instances, so that the number of processes
is the same as the number of data processes of RE-Store. For
convenience, approaches of replication, erasure coding, and
vanilla Memcached will be represented by replica, Cocytus
and Memcached, respectively.
The workloads in our tests are generated by the YCSB [32]
benchmark, which is widely used for performance evaluation in KV-store systems. We first evaluate the memory
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Third, we implemented data recovery for RE-Store. Each
process in RE-Store is assigned with a lid, which is used to
identify process type (i.e. primary, secondary, or parity process). Once a process failure is detected, its lid is sent to each
functioning process. If a primary process or secondary process
fails, it is also necessary to check whether the corresponding
secondary process or primary process is functional. It is then
apparent which case of failure has occurred (e.g. a primarysecondary failure) and the corresponding recovery procedure
will be started for data repair.
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Fig. 8. Memory consumption of different approaches

consumption of each approach by loading the same dataset.
We then evaluate performance efficiency of each approach
under different value sizes (1KB, 2KB, 4KB, 8KB), different
read/write ratios (r:w=50:50, 95:5, 100:0), and different data
distributions (Zipf and uniform distribution), by modifying the
configuration of YCSB. Finally, we evaluate the recovery efficiency of RE-Store, replication, and Cocytus. The highlights
of our evaluation results are as follows:
• RE-Store reduces memory consumption by 18% to 34%
compared to replication when tolerating 2 to 4 failures.
• RE-Store has similar key/value performance to replication
and erasure coding under failure-free scenarios.
• RE-Store has similar performance to replication and
achieves much faster recovery in the event of failures
as compared to erasure coding.
B. Memory Consumption
The first experiment we conduct is to evaluate the memory
consumption of RE-Store. We load a 32GB data set into REStore, replica, Cocytus, and Memcached with different value
sizes and record the memory consumption of each approach.
Note that, due to the data compression mechanism of YCSB,
the real values received by each approach are variable, so the
values may not be perfectly aligned.
Figure 8(a) shows the memory consumption of different
approaches under various sizes. It can be seen that the memory
consumption of each approach is correlated to the value size.
As the value size increases, the actual memory consumption of
each approach slowly decreases. This is because, given a fixed
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Fig. 9. Comparison of throughput and latency of each approach under different read-write ratios and value sizes

dataset size, the number of data items must decrease as the
value size increases. The result is a smaller amount of metadata
(including keys) which consumes less memory. Compared
with replica and Cocytus, RE-Store utilizes 18%-24% less
memory than replica and 28%-33% more than Cocytus.
As mentioned in Section IV.A, RE-Store guarantees fault
tolerance primarily by using erasure coding. As a result,
RE-Store maintains the advantage of erasure coding that it
becomes more storage efficient as the fault tolerance degree
increases. To validate this claim, we modify the configuration
of each approach to tolerate 2, 3, and 4 failures and load 32GB
of data to test memory consumption. As shown in Figure 8(b),
for Cocytus and RE-Store, each additional degree of fault
tolerance requires about 15GB (40%) of extra memory. This is
a relatively small increase compared with replica, which needs
about 36GB (100%) of additional memory to tolerate each
successive level of failure. Notably, when the fault tolerance
degree is 4, RE-Store becomes much more storage efficient
and uses 34% less memory than that of the replication method.
C. Performance
The second experiment we conduct is to investigate performance efficiency of our hybrid scheme in RE-Store under different value sizes and read/write ratios. As shown in
Figure 9, RE-Store achieves similar latency and throughput
compared to replica and Cocytus under all workloads. In other
words, when compared to traditional fault-tolerance schemes,
the hybrid scheme has little impact on performance. RE-Store
also achieves similar performance to Memcached during readonly workloads, while failling somewhat behind Memcached
under read-write workloads. The observed experimental results
are explained below.
Regardless of approach, read operations correspond only to
data processes that retrieve data from memory. As a result, the
read latency of all approaches is almost the same, as seen in
Figure 9(g) and 9(h). For the same reason, RE-Store exhibits

similar throughput as compared with Memcached under readonly workloads.
In contrast, the procedure for handling write/update operations is significantly different between RE-Store (also replica
and Cocytus) and Memcached. In Memcached, one write
operation involves only a single data process. However, in REStore, replica, and Cocytus, one write operation involves the
data/primary process, secondary process, and parity process.
The parity process also introduces data consistency concerns.
Naturally, these three approaches require more time to process the multiple operations and associated communication
necessary for a write operation. Figure 9(a)-9(f) shows the
performance comparison of these four approaches under different read/write ratios. From the figure, we can see that with
the increased write ratio, the write latency of RE-Store, replica
and Cocytus is higher than Memcached (i.e. about 35% higher
when r:w=50:50).
RE-Store exhibits similar write performance to Cocytus.
This means that our hybrid scheme did not compromise
performance when introducing data replicas into the erasure
coding scheme for key/value stores. This advantage is achieved
through the use of asynchronous updates and staggered layouts
in RE-Store, which considers both performance efficiency
and data consistency when combining replication with erasure
coding.
D. Recovery Efficiency
The third experiment we conduct is to validate the recovery
efficiency of RE-Store. In this experiment, we set the value
size to be 2KB and use three different workloads (read-only,
read-dominant, and read-write) by adjusting the read/write
ratio. We perform tests to evaluate the average throughput of
different approaches under single-node failures and two-node
failures.
For single-node failures, we set the time for node failure to
60s after the benchmark starts. As shown in Figure 10, when
a failure occurs, all approaches suffer a throughput collapse.
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Fig. 10. Recovery efficiency in case of single-node failure. RE-Store performs as well as replica under single-node failure.
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Fig. 11. Recovery efficiency in case of two-node failure. The performance of RE-Store is affected more notably under two-node failure, but still better than
Cocytus (erasure coding). The reason is that RE-Store uses a staggered layout that can improve recovery efficiency, where no more than one process group
encounters primary-secondary failure in this case (as shown in Figure 5(b)).

This throughput collapse is caused by the TCP connection
mechanism which is used to indicate the occurrence of a
failure. After that, RE-Store and replication quickly recover
from failure (less than 5 seconds under all read-write ratios)
and revert to previous performance in all workloads. This
is a result of the fact that both can use replicas to service
operation requests in the case of failures. No matter which
process fails, the data will always be available to clients and
data recovery can be performed in the background without
decreasing the throughput. Conversely, Cocytus needs some
time (i.e., more than 60 seconds when r:w=50:50 and nearly
25 seconds when r:w=100:0) to complete data repairs, which
causes a performance degradation during recovery time, even
utilizing the fast online recovery method.
For two-node failures, there are two different scenarios:
primary-secondary failure and other cases. As discussed in
section IV-D, the recovery process in the absence of a primarysecondary failure is similar to that of a single-node failure,
which has little impact on performance. Thus, we focus on
testing data repair in the case of primary-secondary failures
when evaluating two-node failures. Here, the time of failure
is also set to 60s after the benchmark starts. As shown in
Figure 11, when a two-node failure occurs (primary-secondary
failure), there is a performance degradation in RE-Store. The
degradation occurs because, if all the replicas of a data item
fail, RE-Store has to repair them using erasure coding which
is a time consuming process. During recovery, RE-Store has
to wait for the requested data to be restored, which slows

operation performance. However, the throughput of RE-Store
is rapidly restored since RE-Store achieves a fast recovery
through the use of the staggered layout and it experiences only
a limited performance impact in only one process group. Compared with Cocytus, which takes 45-80 seconds to complete
data recovery, RE-Store exhibited better performance (which
takes 25-40 seconds for data recovery) when two-node failures
occur. Another observation we can make is that the recovery
efficiency of RE-Store is related to the read-write ratio in
two-node failure scenarios. As the read ratio increases, REStore experiences higher recovery efficiency. The reason is
that write requests need more operations (to update data and
keep data consistent) on the secondary and parity processes,
which occupies more CPU and network resources and thus
delays the process of data recovery.
In summary, RE-Store can quickly recover data from singlenode failures while sustaining minimal impact on throughput.
Its performance in this regard is similar to replication and
much better than Cocytus. Even when suffering primarysecondary failures, RE-Store achieves better recovery efficiency than Cocytus.
E. Coding Schemes
The final set of experiments we conduct is to evaluate
the memory consumption and performance of RE-Store with
different configurations, including RE(3, 3, 1), RE(5, 5, 1),
and RE(8, 8, 1). In each, the number of parity processes is
set to 1 to tolerate two failures. As with the tests performed
in Section VI.B, we load a 32GB dataset into RE-Store for
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Fig. 12. RE-Store evaluation under different coding schemes

our evaluation. As shown in Figure 12(a), RE(8, 8, 1) has
lowest memory consumption while RE(3, 3, 1) requires the
highest memory utilization. The reason is that the increase in
the number of primary processes, (K), in RE-Store improves
memory utilization, as discussed previously in Section IV.A.
Unlike erasure coding, RE-Store will not achieve significant
memory efficiency increases with larger K. This is because,
in RE-Store, each data chunk has one replicated memory
chunk which thus limits the possible improvements in memory
efficiency. Figure 12(b) shows he performance results of
different coding schemes, where RE(3, 3, 1) achieves better
throughput than the other two schemes. The reason is that
more primary processes will cause the parity process to suffer
from a higher computational load and thus slightly reduce the
performance.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Replication. Replication is a well-known approach to fault
tolerance [33]–[36]. Copysets [34] address shared storage
systems in a data center from a data-loss minimization perspective. Scarlett [37] alleviates hotspots by carefully storing
replicas based on workload patterns. Mojim [35] optimizes
database replication by combining non-volatile memories and
a two-tier primary backup replication scheme. However, replication is insufficient due to its high redundancy cost in largescale storage systems.
Erasure coding. Erasure coding has been extensively studied and widely used in distributed storage systems in recent years [27], [38]–[41]. It can improve data reliability
with high space-efficiency but can suffer limitations to performance. Some optimization strategies focus on improving

coding efficiency and recovery bandwidth, such as regenerating codes [39], Xorbas [20] and lazy recovery [42]. ECStore [27] is a distributed erasure-coded storage system that
supports efficient retrieval by co-locating frequently accessed
data items. Some new erasure code constructions have also
been proposed and deployed in enterprises production, such
as Azure [18] and Facebook storage [19].
Hybrid scheme of replication and erasure coding. The
hybrid scheme of using replication and erasure coding in
storage systems has been proposed recently to improve reliability and performance [23]–[25], [31], [43]. REC [24]
introduces such a combination scheme and evaluates it using
mathematical analysis and a simulator. The idea is to encode
all data using traditional erasure codes and to replicate all
encoded chunks. When a failure occurs, REC will first try
to recover data from the remaining replicas. If all replicas
of an encoded chunk are erased, it will recover the data
and replicated data through erasure coding. REC is mainly
designed for P2P systems that can reduce repair-traffic overhead. Cocytus [23] is an in-memory KV-store that separates
metadata from application data, using replication for metadata
and erasure coding for application data. It uses a distributed
online recovery technique to achieve efficient fault tolerance.
REC2 [25] follows a similar idea by applying replication to
the metadata of a file and erasure coding to the user-data of the
file. Sice [43] decouples hot data from cold data in distributed
storage systems, using replication for hot data and erasure
coding for cold data. Ring [31] introduces a complex encoding
scheme, called Stretched Reed-Solomon coding, that combines
hash key distributions of heterogeneous replication and erasure
coding schemes to support different resilience levels on a perkey basis, without affecting performance or consistency.
Different from aforementioned studies, RE-Store uses a
novel, hybrid scheme that combines erasure coding and replication on the same key-value pair in KV-stores. It introduces
replication into the encoding scheme for system availability.
By utilizing replication for encoded data and replacing partial
parity with replicas, RE-Store achieves the storage-efficiency
of erasure coding and recovery-efficiency of replication. Two
techniques, including the asynchronous update and the staggered layout, are introduced to achieve better performance and
data consistency. When failures occur, RE-Store can use replicas to ensure data availability, while avoiding the inefficiency
of erasure coding during recovery. A fast online recovery
is also achieved for fault tolerance during different failure
scenarios with little impact on performance. Thus RE-Store
can achieve efficiency and reliability for key/value stores.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Efficiency and availability are critical to key/value storage
systems. This paper has introduced a novel in-memory system,
RE-Store, to achieve reliability for key/value storage. REStore uses a new, hybrid scheme to combine space-efficiency
advantages of erasure coding and the recovery-efficiency of
replication. By introducing the replication concept into erasure
coding, RE-Store ensures data availability in case of failures

and quickly repairs data using a fast recovery process. It
achieves both performance efficiency and data consistency
for key/value operations. We have evaluated RE-Store with
a prototype implementation based on a Memcached storage
system. Experimental results show that, when tolerating 2-4
failures, RE-Store can save 18%-34% memory consumption
compared to the replication scheme and is able to achieve
better recovery performance than erasure coding.
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